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The Inscrutable Question: Light & Darkness Coexist; Vocabulary & Grammar Confirm Six 24-Hour Days of Restoration, Gen 1:3-5
	13-	In verse 3, “Then God said” is a mandate for light to appear on Planet Earth.  The phrase “and there was light” indicates the response of Jesus Christ as Shekinah Glory in providing that light.
	14-	Verse 4 is the Father’s response: “God saw that the light was good,” indicating His approval.  However, He does not so classify darkness.
	15-	Consequently, God separates light from darkness.  The light of the Lord is not all-pervading as in Genesis 1:1 but rather emanates from one side of the planet thus causing the opposite side to remain in darkness.
	16-	When Lucifer’s sin occurred prior to verse 2, God shut down the universe.  The light of the Shekinah Glory was withdrawn and that of the luminaries was stopped.  The result was darkness.  Thus by the total removal of light God created darkness.  But the cause was the sin of Lucifer.
	17-	Until sin entered the universe there was no need for darkness since darkness constituted a curse on the entire system.
	18-	Next we see in verse 4 that darkness is permitted to remain but it is separated from the light.
	19-	The reason darkness is permitted to remain is because the Appeal Trial of Satan is about to commence and the battles of the Angelic Conflict are about to begin.
	20-	A new species, the human race, is going to be placed in an environment in which each person will have his volition challenged:
	Follow the forces of light or

Follow the forces of darkness.
	21-	The separation of light and darkness will be constant, daily reminders of the Invisible War and the conflict of good against evil.  Remember this quote from the Colonel’s book:
Thieme, R. B., Jr.  Creation, Chaos, & Restoration.  3d ed.  (Houston: R. B. Thieme, Jr., Bible Ministries, 1995(, 15:
The devil cannot produce light, create life, nor provide regeneration.  God allowed the darkness to coexist with the light just as He permits fallen angels to continue to exist with the elect angels and unbelievers to coexist with believers.
	22-	The New Testament is replete with examples of the Invisible War being characterized by the conflict between light and darkness.  Others speak of the spiritual transformation from darkness of unbelief to the light of salvation.  Here is an example:
2 Corinthians 4:6 - God, who said, [ Genesis 1:3 ] “Light shall shine out of darkness,” is the One who has shone in our hearts [ God consciousness ] to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Christ [ Gospel hearing ].
	23-	There are quite a number of other verses that illustrate the point but I won’t recite them now.  However, you may want to look them up:
John 1:4-5; 3:19-21; 8:12; 12:35-36; Romans 13:12; 2 Corinthians 6:14; Ephesians 5:8-13; 6:11-12; 1 Thessalonians 5:4-5; 1 Peter 2:9; 1 John 1:5-7; 2:8-11; Jude 6.
	24-	Genesis 1:5 indicates that the earth has resumed rotation on its axis.  Here we see the divine nomenclature that defines the resultant events.
	25-	God named the light “day” and He named the darkness “night.”
Genesis 1:5a -	God called light [ roa / or / ] day [ <oy / yom ] but darkness [ Evj / hoshek / ] He called night [ hlyl / layelah / ].
	26-	But as the earth rotates, the light fades to darkness and darkness fades to light.  Therefore, we have additional vocabulary words introduced:
Genesis 1:5b -	And it became evening [ bru / arab / ] and it became dawn [ rqB / boqer / ].
	There is a sequence here:
	Energized by inferred radiation from the Holy Spirit, the earth resumed rotation on its axis.

Simultaneously, Light was reintroduced from a direct source, namely the Shekinah Glory.
Light was separated from darkness and designated as “day” and “night” respectively.
The dividing line on the earth’s disk between light and darkness is referred to by astronomy as the “terminator.”
When the earth’s rotation resumed, the meridian at the western terminator began to move toward the eastern terminator. 
On arrival some 12 hours later, the Light disappeared from view behind the western horizon bringing dusk or “evening.”
After an hour or so came darkness or “night.”
About eleven hours later, as the earth’s rotation brought the meridian near to its original position at the western terminator, the Light began to appear beyond the eastern horizon bringing daybreak, or “dawn.”
After an hour or so came daylight or “day,” specifically, the Light of the Second Day in verses 6-8.
	28-	This entire process describes a single rotation of the earth on its axis and is repeated five more times in Genesis 1—verses 5b, 8b, 13, 19, 23, and 31.
	29-	The principle is driven home by the fact that in each of these verses the particular day of restoration is numbered in sequence.  Genesis 1:5 concludes with the proclamation:
Genesis 1:5c -	Day one [ <oy + dja: / yom + ehad / ].
	There are a number of ways to confirm that the six days of restoration are six 24-hour periods: (1) logic; (2) grammar and syntax; and (3) parallel verses.  Here are several references that document the principle of six 24-hour days for restoration in Genesis 1:3-31:

1.	Tenney, Merrill C. (ed.).  The Zondervan Pictorial Encyclopedia of the Bible.  Vol. 2.  (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1976), 45:
DAY.  The concept of a legal or civil day, the period between two successive sun risings, goes back to the creation story and is found throughout the Bible.  The only day of the week to which the Jews gave a name was the Sabbath; they used ordinal numbers for the days.
2.	Jenni, Ernst and Claus Westermann.  Theological Lexicon of the Old Testament.  Translated by Mark E. Biddle.  Vol. 2.  (Peabody: Hendrickson Publishers, 1997), 526-28:
<oy yôm day
The basic meaning of yom is “day (from sunrise to sundown)” in contrast to “night.”  As in most languages, this basic meaning broadens to “day (of 24 hours).”  Thus in the Pentateuch’s creation account its distinction between “day” and “night” is overlaid by the later seven-day pattern that enumerates the days of the week.
In total, yom occurs about 150 times in combination with an ordinal number.  
3.	Walvoord, John F. and Roy B. Zuck (eds.).  The Bible Knowledge Commentary: Old Testament.  (Wheaton: Victor Books, 1985), 28:
(Genesis) 1:3-5.  The term yom with an ordinal adjective means 24-hour days wherever this construction occurs in the Old Testament.
Keil, C. F. and Franz Delitzsch.  The Pentateuch.  Vol. 1 in Biblical Commentary on the Old Testament, translated by James Martin.  (Grand Rapids: Wm B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1968), pp. 50-51:
dja / ehad / (one) is used at the commencement of a numerical series for the ordinal “first.”  Like the numbers of the days which follow, it is without the article, to show that the different days arose from the constant recurrence of evening and morning.  It is not till the sixth and last day that the article is employed (ver. 31), to indicate the termination of the work of creation upon that day.
It was not till after the light had been created, and the separation of the light from the darkness had taken place, that evening came, and after the evening the morning; and this coming of evening and morning formed one, or the first day.  The first day commenced at the moment when God caused the light to break forth from the darkness; but this light did not become a day, until the evening had come, and the darkness which set in with the evening had given place the next morning to the break of day.  The reckoning of days from evening to evening in the Mosaic law arose not from the days of creation, but from the custom of regulating seasons by the changes of the moon.  But if the days of creation are regulated by the recurring interchange of light and darkness, they must be regarded not as periods of time of incalculable duration, of years or thousands of years, but as simple earthly days.
5.	Thieme, R. B., Jr.  Creation, Chaos, & Restoration.  3d ed.  (Houston: R. B. Thieme, Jr., Bible Ministries, 1995), 16:
When the word yom, “day,” occurs in the Old Testament with a numeral, this grammatical construction always describes a twenty-four hour solar day.  Further, a literal understanding of Exodus 20:11 confirms a sequence of six, twenty-four-hour days in the Genesis account of restoration.
Exodus 20:11 -	“For in six days the Lord made the heavens and the earth, the sea and all that is in them, and rested on the seventh day; therefore, the Lord blessed the Sabbath day and made it holy.”
	Now let’s take a look at our corrected translation of verses 1-5:

Genesis 1:1 - [CTL] In the beginning [ of the universe ] God [ specifically, Jesus Christ, Col. 1:16-17 ] created [ arB bara ] the heavens and the earth.
v. 2 - But the earth became desolate and empty [ meteorological & geological catastrophes ]; and absolute darkness [ withdrawal of electromagnetic radiation ] was on the face of the raging waters [ creating an ice pack: the Pleistocene Epoch or “Ice Age” ].   But the Holy Spirit radiated inferred heat upon the waters [ melting the ice pack: Holocene Epoch ].
v. 3 - Then God said, “Let light [ roa / or / ] be,” and light [ from the source of the Shekinah Glory ] was.
v. 4 - God saw that the light was good and caused a separation between light and darkness [ the terminator ].
v. 5 - God called light [ roa / or / ] day [ <oy / yom ] but darkness [ Evj / hoshek / ] He called night [ hlyl / layelah / ].  And it became dusk [ bru / arab / ] and it became dawn [ rqB / boqer / ]—Day One [ <oy + dja: / yom + ehad /: 24 hours ].


